REPRESENTATIVES PRESENT: Akinfaderin, Churey, Clay, Daramola, Delciampo, Edwards, Gaboardi, Hall, Jones, Lee, Luttrell, Marryshow, Nilson, Petrantoni, Uttermark, Williams

QUORUM: YES

Swearing in of Members Not at Inauguration: The following representatives were sworn into the 23rd Congress of Graduate Students:

- Logan Edwards
- Richard Lee

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: Luttrell

REPRESENTATIVES LEFT EARLY, EXCUSED: NONE

REPRESENTATIVES LEFT EARLY, UNEXCUSED: NONE

REPRESENTATIVES ABSENT, EXCUSED: Asturizaga, Pratt, Ward

REPRESENTATIVES ABSENT, UNEXCUSED: Schilz, Tamaskar

REPRESENTATIVES LATE, EXCUSED: NONE

REPRESENTATIVES LATE, UNEXCUSED: NONE

PETITIONS INTO THE ASSEMBLY: NONE

MINUTES APPROVED: Akinfaderin. Uttermark second.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS: NONE

STUDENT COMMENTS: NONE

MESSAGES FROM STUDENT GOVERNMENT: NONE

Unfinished Business

Funding Requests:

- Bill 5 Sponsored by Speaker Williams: Transferring COGS Funds
  Speaker Williams explains that there were unused funds left in the administration account from the Graduate Student Orientation. Since all the funds were not used, she would like to transfer the remaining amount into the Unallocated account. By doing so the congress would have more
funds to allocate to various RSOs to utilize during the fiscal year. Accepted by acclamation. Transfer of $2300 to COGS Unallocated account.

New Business:
- Resolution 2 Sponsored by Representative Churey: Permission for the MBS Association to Host an Off-Campus Event
  The MBA Association would like to host their networking event off campus, using the funds provided to the organization by COGS. The event will be held at Hotel Duval. Representatives inquire the purpose of hosting the event off campus and if the funds will be used to purchase alcohol. FIRST PRO: Luttrell believes this is a nice upscale event that the guests will enjoy. Motion to call to question. Resolution 2 passes.

ROUNDTABLE: Akinfaderin, Churey, Clay, Daramola, DelCiampo, Edwards, Gaboardi, Hall, Jones, Lee, Luttrell, Marryshow, Nilson, Petrantoni, Uttermark, Williams

ADJOURNMENT: 6:55 p.m.